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FINAL REPORT
TELEMETRY MODULATION SYSTEM
I iNTRODUcTic ►\
The RIMS-:37 High Reliability 'Telemetry Modulation Sy stem is supplied to NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center under NASA Contract No. NA.S9-7741 in accordance with
"ASA Specification. No. 1MSC-'1'S-8A, dated January 9, 1!)(;S. The system is a hybrid
microminiature F-M Multiplex consisting of six Vector Model MMO-3 3 Alicromirdature
High Level Voltage Controlled Oscillators, tiro Vector Model ;tIAIA-30
Composite Signal Amplifiers, one Vector "Model N;.I1%1F-:30 \licrominiature Audio Filter,
one Vector Model MMR-10 AIierominiature Reference oscillator, isolation transformers.
and two pre-emphasis neworks assembled and housed in a milled aluminum case.
Il FUNCTION
Tile system cods desig ned to be used aboard manned spacceraft, to monitor six analog
data functions together %\ _th a voice communications channel. Analog data from six exter=
nal sensors is appl-.ed to each AIMo-33 Voltage Controlled oscillator. there it is convert-
ed into an FAI signal band. 'These six RM signals are resi:sti ye l y summed ccith the outputs
of the 1IAIF-30 Audio Filter and the 2\1II11--10 Reference Oscillator to form a. •
 F1I multi-
r	 plea composite signal which is conditioned for recording and simultaneous rf transmission
by two separate lire-emphasis networks before being applied to each AMA-:30 Composite
Signal Output Amplifier.
III ILLUSTRA'T'IONS. DIUXVINGS, AND PM SICAL DE.' ('RIPTIc ►N
Dra\%ing 5000135-1 presents the electrical schema t ic t): thr Telemetry
 Modulation SYs-
tem.
IrraNving 82000230 shocks the outline and detail external mounting dimensions, and
connector locations of the s} stem which is houzwd in a hermetically scaled case 5..-) inches
by 2. 5 inches by 2.0 inches. The cast has a matte gold platin g and contains an ITT Can-
non type DBH-251 1 -001-A158, 25 pill
	 omput connector.
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Photographs have been included to provide a visual reference. Figure 1 exhibits an
assembled system with its cover and seal removed together with representative plug-in
components - an \Ii1IF-30 Audio Filter, an &LAIR-10 Reference Oscillator and an 11i1IO-33
VCO. Figure 2 depicts an internal bottom view of the disassembled component mount.
Displayed are the connector wiring and %% firing harness to the internal interconnect. Also
shown is the printed circuit board which provides a bottom cover plus the mounting sur-
face for the isolation transformers (8) and the pre-emphasis resistors (which are not
visible). In addition, various plug-in components are shown.
IV SUMMARY OF CO\TRACT EFFORT
Initially, after the aiiard of this contract (end of Alarch. 19G8), detailed perfor-
mance specifications were generated for each active hybrid microcircuit device type.
The design of these devices is based on the standard Vector micro circuit product
line. Replacement of a single system power supply- by
 ine: vidual supplies was required
for each VCO, Composite Signal Amplifier and Audio Filter to enhance reliability and
prevent a single point failure mode from disrupting the entire system. DC to DC Con-
verters were necessitated by the ground isolation requirements of the specification.
Signal isolation uas also }provided by inclusion of transformers on the iateraal comport=
ent mount.
Each of the discrete electrical and mechanical elements utilized within the sys-
tems was selected to be of the best available quality and reliability.
Before system integration, each active device was extensively performance tested
and run to assure compliance of the performance specification requirements and basic
device stability- and reliability-.
The first system assembled was also extensively- tested to assure conformance and
then successfully subjected to an extensive qualification test program simulating both
extreme earth and space environments.
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V CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the final analysis, probably the largest in-process problem was the definition,
location, procurement and delivery of the small quantities of high reliahili;v com-
ponents required. Extensive effort was expended together with the help of the cogni-
zant NASA personnel in achieving this task.
From a systems standpoint, only two recommendations can be made which may
improve the combined performance and reliability of the system. First, the elimina-
tion of the potentiometer output adjustment would eliminate possibly the least reliable
component. Secondly, if it -sere possible, considering the overall system operational
requirements, the elimination of the grounding specifications requiring the employ-
ment of DC to DC converters could serve to decrease both the system size and signifi-
cantly reduce the RFI interference noise generated chile increasing the system per-
formance reliability.
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